Imagine...WINNING $50,000
Taking A Magical Mystery Adventure
…on A Blind Date with the World to 10 secret countries
as you circle the globe. The 15th edition of the 23-day
around the world travel adventure takes place between
April 12 – May 4, 2019…when an Indiana Jones-like
adventure awaits you. Are you game?

Imagine…taking A Blind Date with the World

Becoming a Thrillionaire…
When was the last time you did something for the first time? Embraced spontaneity and serendipity? When did
you last surprise yourself? The Global Scavenger Hunt travel adventure encourages you to exercise your
innate curiosity and travel IQ by supercharging your journey on the road to authentic, participatory and
challenging experiences…that become life-changing when you trust strangers in strange lands.

The World Travel Championship…
With $50,000 in cash & prizes, it is called the “Olympics of travel” and “The Amazing Race for real travelers”
…it is the Super Bowl, World Cup, X Games, and the World Series of travel adventures all rolled into one
annual international event open to all intrepid spirits that crowns The World’s Greatest Travelers.

Food, Culture, Art, World Heritage, Smiles, Natural Beauty and so much more…
Are you ready to take the leap? Please find us at GlobalScavengerHunt.com or call us at +1.310.281.7809. We
are waiting to take you to exotic places you have dreamed of going and meeting people that will touch you forever.
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The Reviews are in…
"...like Survivor, The Amazing
Race and the Eco-Challenge all rolled into one except
with much more cultural interaction..."

"One hell of a way to go around the world."

"Up for the hunt? The worldwide hunt is
on...unlike The Amazing Race or Survivor, no one will
be eliminated from the competition...globe-trotter
wannabes put their ability to the ultimate test."
"…adventure for the
travel-savvy who want something different."
"One of the 50 Most Amazing Trips in
the World…consider your heroic tales of one of the
most outrageous trips in the world…"
"Looking for a
challenge? Try the global scavenger hunt offering The
World's Greatest Travelers crown."
"One of the all-time Adrenaline
Adventures..."

"This is just such a great idea!"

"Unlike the Amazing Race, this challenge is
more about your ability to connect with cultures than
speed and agility."

“It is like Survivor, The Amazing Race and the EcoChallenge all rolled into one except with MUCH
more cultural interaction!” - Marvin S., Canada
"Pure genius…brilliant from start to finish…a crash
course in being a human being in the world."
- Rainey B., Pensacola, FL
“It's like Christmas and looking forward to opening
another present each day and not knowing what it
will be…” - Steve H., Los Angeles, CA
“A cross between Abercrombie & Kent and Lonely
Planet!” - Randy H., Newport Beach, CA
“The concept of not knowing our destinations was a
wonderful experience …truly seamless.” - Carol B.,
Indianapolis, IN
“The best three weeks of my life!” – Sydney Y.,
Houston, TX
“The best 23 days of our lives.” – Mickey G., San
Francisco, CA
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